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ABSTRACT: EDC got one of the mainstream strategies for concurrent time information catch in clinical preliminaries. 

This paper investigation with regards to choosing appropriate EDC frameworks including client prerequisites, 

assessment, improving in an unfriendly occasion, so needs and necessities are distinguished to guarantee a total 

investigation of utilization. What's more, this paper additionally depicts the current issue with EDC frameworks and 

techniques to be utilized in clinical preliminaries and locales while catching the patient's information. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Prior days information assortment in clinical preliminaries is essentially a manual procedure. Specialists at 

destinations physically catch/record the information structure of the emergency clinics on CRFs. Clinical screens from 

pharmaceutical organizations or CROs visit the site and contrast it and the information caught from the CRFs. What's 

more, the CRFs checked and send it to CDM. From that point the CDM division will take a shot at Data 

survey/cleaning and make a dashboard to comprehend the stream. EDC is considered, in today 's time, to turn into the 

main technique that can convey significant focal points over current manual procedures [7]. 

 

Execution of the EDC framework in clinical preliminaries made clinical screens work simple to deal with a gigantic 

volume of information and a decrease in paper taking care of. In EDC learning, the specialist writes information and 

marks automatically for exactness, unwavering quality and fulfillment of all information focuses. In any case, the 

specialist later can include, adjust or erase information in the EDC framework later on whenever, until the eCRF sheets 

are bolted and not at all extra including/refreshing the information is allowed. The investigator will now complete the 

documentation on the changes made to the digital CRF knowledge center which has been submitted and updated. [1]. 

The use of EDC projects would bring about expanded information security, cost decreases and diminished time to 

dissect the end of the database [6]. 

 
The difficulties related to conduction and dealing with the present clinical preliminaries have certainly not been more 

noteworthy. Clinical preliminaries cost 60% over five years prior. EDC is a base yet not an adequate prerequisite for 

clinical information. EDC frameworks entered clinical preliminaries 15+ years back and made work simpler. However, 

a few organizations use a mostly paper-based approach to document information, one reason is the expense, as the fully 

functioning EDC system spends for any individual agile part, and the other is the lack of advanced knowledge, as the 

institution that has been performing paper-based clinical preliminary studies changing to EDC framework can be an 

extremely obliterating step. The clients need to adjust to the new GUI as well. 

 

Supremebenefit of EDC will be the chance to access, screen, and assess ongoing information and to complete 

electronic affirmation surveys to keep up information precision all the more precisely just at passage point [2]. Viable 

utilization of information assortment strategies will guarantee that top-notch subtleties become available for early 

forecast and fast dynamic [3]. 

 

Standards for clinical trials for qualitative assessment 

 

 An obtainability of training resources and documents 

 Ease of designing CRFs including automated edit checks 

 Goodawareness on EDC systems  
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 Incidence of site and user role consent 

 To use in both highly connected and connection-poor settings [9] 

 

Steps for the EDC process 

 

 Preparation  

 Resourcing  

 Executing  

 Supportive standard satisfactory 

 Metric gathering [10] 

 

II. WHO BENEFITS FROM EDC? 

 

EDC systems widely used in clinical trials and there are three parties who gets benefit from using EDCs, 

 

Sites 

A site is a department that grabs clinical information directly from subjects/patients, for instance, facility, clinical 

practice, or emergency clinic. At a site, allotted people, for instance, study organizers, are accountable for entering 

information legally into an EDC outline after a doctor, or site Investigator has completely evaluated and completed 

paperwork for the information. EDC frameworks should be intuitive for Clinical Data Managers, yet besides for site 

faculty [13] 

 

CROs 

CRO shall be reduced by the sponsor to comply with the logistical preparation and implementation of a clinical study. 

Most CRO organizations may conduct full tasks by and by other duties, such as management of medical 

data.Frequently, CROs should be competent in a broad variety of Electronic Data Collection systems and will offer 

guidance by the cycle of resolution. Backers will also discuss and suggest solutions to their CRO accomplice to EDC 

[13]. 

 

Sponsors 

A Sponsor is the promoter of a research study, such as a pharmacy, medical, or scientific device company. Much of it, 

advertisers may have a key goal in testing them, such as having sufficient analysis to gain managerial approval and 

efficiently introducing their item to the consumer. Supporters may plan toward follow up on the activities in-house or 

reallocate them to the Contract Research Organization (CRO). Due to the fact that other people profit from and use 

EDC in the inquiry, such as screens and consultants, medical information employees are generally quite closely related 

to the process. [13]. 

III. RELATED WORK 

 

Currently, EDC systems were implemented in different fields or regions and patients find that utilizing such devices 

decreases time and often allows them to capture medical details for clinical trials. Nonetheless, as for a system or 

computer, certain gaps need to be patched and strengthened to render it even more stable. In general, few problems of 

EDC programs are to change the design of checks that take ages and, when improperly constructed, leads to several 

errors. In paper [4] author describe EDC is a good option to reduce time and costs by using an electrical device and 

applications that allow data to be entered specifically through a digital eCRF.   

 

A primary barrier to a utilization of EDC systems found with in analysis would be that EDC infrastructure usually 

do not have trail details within 48 hours of being recorded or obtained through some other process. One of the EDC 

Rave Medidata programs has an issue in which certain things, such as harmful effects, are continuously changed during 

the registration of the topic as the details in Medidata will only be stored as full, if you go back to change the data, you 

need to include a justification how the data has been modified once it’s remained organized. 

 

 

To address these problems, using the Software Pen that can take software screenshots while the consumer writes 

such that all information can indeed be preserved in the storage of the pen then processed on the computer to store 

information wherein the time saving can be predicted. Few nations use this type of technology, but it should be 

launched in India and some other countries that still adopt the traditional road. In the paper [10] author discussed EDC 
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can measure and forecast potential incidents in patients as the subject reaches one test, e.g. RECIST 1.1 cancer is 

detected in one patient and EDC will determine the body region of the patient, dosage to be given depending on weight 

and height of the patient. 

 

In paper [8] author discussed the introduced EDC program gathers patient, cancer, and care attributes using 

organized data areas and integrates them with information from the radiation treatment method to produce template-

based notices in the EHR. All other trials will, at some stage, join/distribute their information to an online archive or an 

examination server. When the trial sites send document CRFs or email these to a centralized correspondence site and 

the on-screen data is sent to a centralized archive, the databases would not be considered the EDC system under our 

term since the data is not exchanged electronically. [12]. 

 

In paper [14] author discussed Digital pen-based systems have been used in a few nations, but 40% of controlled 

trials still operate on paper-based systems. This figure would increase to 70% if we consider unregulated research such 

as makeup, skincare, etc. Even countries with a large population, such as India, which is second in size, still don’t have 

sufficient of a strong health care industry. In several regions or towns, the conventional paper-based method is still 

ongoing, contributing to tedious work, delay in tests, delay in the review if the data is packed in numbers, so processing 

takes further period. 

 

The web gives data on the transmission of clinical study data or even the coordination of different clinical trial 

procedures. The Internet has also widely used in clinical trials. However, the wired internet will connect the device to 

the place where Internet access is accessible [5]. 

 

In paper [15] author mentioned one Swedish company also introduced a pen-based method that has been very 

popular in numbers, several hospitals in Sweden use a pen-based program to minimize personnel overtime and 

therefore minimize time usage when processing data. Like other nations, India can also use an automated pen-based 

program that will allow medical personnel to quickly record patient data and send that to other authorities for review 

[11]. 

 

For EDC programs in India to be effective, medical personnel will first upgrade the technology used in hospitals or 

clinical trials. Some companies have also performed research trials, so switching to digital capture schemes will 

become a major decision around and can be challenging because staff have previously served on traditional projects. 

[12]. 

 

 

Benefits and Drawbacks of EDC systems 

 

Benefits 

 

 EDC provides an audit trial with data entry only by authorized individual 

 Queries can be sent instantly with reduced turnaround time of data clarification  

 Using EDC reduces physical storage space  

 

Drawbacks 

 

 Lack of knowledge  

 Poor UI design 

 High upfront cost 

 Resistance to change 
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ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM  

 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture Diagram of Pen Based EDC System 

 

 

The above diagram describes the implementation of a Digital pen-based system which will make further work easy 

and fast. The captured data can be sent to sponsors for the correction and authorization to take further steps by using 

those data. Complete set of the statistics is reserved for security purposes also. The digital data is sent to data and from 

there the formatted and cleaned data is sent to pharmacy industries or CROs. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

EDC is a well-developed technology, well-accepted, or practiced in industries. There’s no uncertainty about 

implementation of the EDC system has made a huge impact on clinical trials and so on other parts of industries. It has 

speeded up the process and improved the time reduction for modifying data in the present time. Nevertheless, some 

challenges are still there in the EDC system as a researcher trying to improve and get the solutions. 

 

Technology like PDA or Pen based systems can help healthcare sectors to improve their recording patient’s data 

quickly. There's a whole number of certain departments where these technologies are used why not use in healthcare 

sectors? The reason is lack of knowledge, there should be proper knowledge to each staff in the healthcare sector to 

cope up with these developed systems or technologies. 

 

Paper is eliminated but still, questions will raise about these systems or technologies like internet, EDC systems, and 

other added technologies that still we see the EDC systems as cost-effective on? EDC permits for better competence 

and accurateness in consecutive glitches over the part of the clinical study. Using EDC systems clinical study 

specialists can help to confirm a creative and harmless clinical study 
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